ISAF Learn To Sail Training Programme

Kiteboarding to be Added to List of Disciplines

A submission from: International Kiteboarding Association

Purpose or Objective

To include kiteboarding in the ISAF Learn to Sail Training Programme

Proposal

As a part of the sailing world, kiteboarding should be included in the Learn to Sail Training Programme and its associated initiatives.

Kiteboarding should be included in the same way as dinghy classes and windsurfing.

Current Position

Kiteboarding is currently not included in the ISAF Learn To Sail Training Programme

Reasons

There should be no difference between dinghy sailing or windsurfing, and kiteboarding and thus all of them should be included in the ISAF Learn To Sail Training Programme and its associated initiatives.

Including kiteboarding in the ISAF Learn To Sail Training Programme would especially provide generic Training Sources and Programmes for emerging nations and realize a unified scheme alignment with other international partners.